25.
CASH
You’ll be fine. But if he starts
throwing punches, stand by the
vending machine. Loosen up that
Chunky. You’re a good man.
EXT. ROOFTOP - DUSK
Oz leads Cameron onto the rooftop which surprisingly has a
Japanese Zen garden filled with bonsai trees. Oz grabs a
pair of CLIPPERS, then offers another pair to Cameron.
Try it.

OZ
It’s very soothing.

CAMERON
Yeah, I know. Mr. Miyagi and
Danielsan go into the bonsai tree
business in Karate Kid III.
Oz stares at Cameron.

He sheepishly takes the clippers.

CAMERON
But... you may have missed that
installment. Go on. I’m sorry.
OZ
Don’t be. You know, the old Oz
would’ve crane kicked you right off
this rooftop...
Oz looks Cameron in the eyes.

For the first time -- human.

OZ
But I’ve got too much on the line
now. So I need you to fix this.
On your own. I can’t be involved.
CAMERON
Because you think I can be the
best, I just don’t know it yet?
No.

OZ
Because I’m on parole.

Cameron’s eyes go wide.

He wasn’t expecting that.

OZ
In my youth, I was a bit of a
thief. Old school kind. B&E.
Running numbers. Train robbing.
Stock market manipulation. Art
forgery. I don’t want to bore you.

26.

Please do.

CAMERON

OZ
I served five years in county.
Five years I’ll never get back.
CAMERON
So that’s why they call you Oz?
After that TV show about prison
rape and whatnot?
OZ
Or. My last name is Osbourne.
Point is, if I’m caught anywhere
near a hot car it’s over for me.
For this company.
Cameron takes in the severity of the situation.
CAMERON
I’ll fix this, okay? I’ll figure
out a way to put the stolen Porsche
back and steal the right one.
OZ
Also, get the goddamn cake.
Maybe a giant novelty card.
They’re funny ‘cause they’re big.
Cameron nods, his head swimming.
CAMERON
I just... don’t know how I messed
up so bad. Josh was right. You
bet on the wrong horse.
OZ
And that’s another thing. You
can’t let that guy get in your head
or it’ll be the end of you.
A beat.

Cameron’s jaw drops -- a stunning realization.
CAMERON
THAT FAT SON OF A BITCH.

EXT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
Cameron POUNDS on the door. A bananas hot woman in a silk
robe answers. This is BREE (25), not who Cam was expecting.

